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While str4gling to find just the right-words to communicate what
..

,

.

.

,

Bowerfg introductory-remarks

,this,chapter ls about, we came acraas Gord6

;

/

.,

.

.

Since his

in a' recent article on what it takei to understand_a story.
.

words reflect our thoughts, we will apply, the "law -of leaSt effort" and.
t

simply reproduce diem here:

Let us betin with the familiar observatiOn alat.texts

f

we read differ a treOendous amourrt in their comprehenIn fact; some are

sihilkty and in their memorability.

Y.

.

'4

so difficult that the only memorable thing about them

is how tncomtorehensibie they were,

I recall taking

Where we read Jame

a literature course in

JOyqe's\fi\'inlegan's 414e,[sic11; although I enjoyed the
flow. of words" and images, I could nbt remember' enough.'

,

4

about what, I had. read in order to /discuss it w$en.

went, to class the next day.

The same is. true today if
/

I read experiMental-fiction.writers such as.John Hawkes.
-

.

beautiful,

ge and imagey is often stunning

The lang

but,l'harely remember,enough_to knovere to pick u
my iedding again in ease h losemy bookmark..
attribute All,this to mY'poor'memoiy.

One might_;

But on the other"

hind, I find I have very good memort fon adventure stories

and.folktales,sfories like those in Canterbury' Tales,

.

I'

The painefron, _for deteCtive thrille3s os:simpie Western.

cowboy stories

Most readers Or mpvie-goers have similir°

.

mIr

. experiettces

It 'is such obgvvations that cause psycholo7
.

,-^

4

-

I

gists to become interested in how people undefstarid and
.

%.rembsimple storiesjBoyer, 1976, p. ..511).'

\

c

.

.

1,)

An aside to the highbrow:e, What's, virong with thig tItle?'

to be providd later in this chapter.)
i

.

(Answer

4

Why is it that certain prose passages are'easy to f'olloy and re

whereas others' are virtually, nintelligible?' Factors inclUding:pagsage
V

..""

content and topic interes

are obviouily important and cannot

Even if such factors are

ld constant, however,'pro'se passages can still

ignored.

0

be more or less comprehensible simply as a functip of the.way:in which
4

the author formats, organizes, and/oropresenta the prOse content.

The

.effect of .these Upiesentation" factors on. the comprehensibility of text

will be discus

here.

Of equal,. if riot more, importance from a

pradtical standpoint is what a.'learner can dO to increase die likelihood
that a prose passage will be.. comprtehended and recalled:

Possibilities in

1

this domain will be discussed here as well. Thus, we will, focus on,wo
10-

geheral classes of prose-learning strategies:

(a) those, hat authors
A

,

.

,

0

can use to optimize communication (i:e., prose-dependent strategies;
.

,

.
.

and (h) those that learners,can use to optimize rerception N. e., processordeRendent

-,,,-

,

s trategies).

0

c:/'

The expansive pr&se-learningliterature has.been dealt with In several'

0

-_'---'

.

previous reviews, ,twq of the most recent and most t'hodghtful being those';

of.Gagne (in press) and-Reder (19775.
.

steps here.

.

There is no need tdiretrace the same,
-

1

I

.

rl

Ratherl., we have selected from some of *hat literature and

.......

elsewhere' research thatwe believe has impl cations for enhancing the
prose learning of Children:

Although
4

--\_

ur prilmary focus will
be on the
.
.

middle school years (i.e., on childr

.

bUtween ages 9 and 14), selected
,/-

,

research findings derived pom-both older aid young& pogulations WilUbe
.

.

,

includecL

Such tindinxs will be cited ohiefly'for purposes .of/develop.0

.

.

.

,

.
,

mental comparison and contrast . dr because research conduted using
(

,

children-within our targeted age "range is lacking.

.

---

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.
_

Why Od we choose to focus. on the prose learning of9hildren?' Our
_

)
.
.

Flithary consideration was. that

the

f,

t' to 'be" included
work discussed heris

1

!

,"'

-

V

f

fta

,

:

volume published by the International Reaaing Assbciation,tihax deals
'7i

t

children's comprehenion skills and compreension-relat(d curricular
materials.

Although a-veritable plethora of prose-learnin* 613ealregiest

have been in'estigafed in adolescent and adult populatione(primarily

r

°

high school and college 4,tudents)i there are obvious cognitive-develop=
,

mental

ifkerences between older and younger students.
7

Sv

Because*Of these

7

differences, we believe it

unT17ise

to conclude that'strategies ,found to
p

be effeCtive at one developmental.level.will be similarly efective'at.
another.

tb.

-..,,
1.
.
)
I
°
Consider, for example,..
the
strategy
of
having
students
focus
on
_
.

f

,

,

,.

topic-rV elated questions while reading a prqde passage.

This particular

'strategy has commanded"considefable researet attention inthe last dkade,
and-its potential for enhancing the prose, comprehension of older students

,
.

,

.

has been amply.detailed-(see, for example,-Anderson &-Biddle, 1975;
.

.

.
.

-

FrAse, 1975;' andlkothkopf, 1972):

't

/

.

A pimi14yonclusion is4ot juStified
,

from. the small amount of question-askipg,re

fifth childen, however.

.

0
,

arch that has been' conducted

ical adult finding that

For-example, dig

questions placed juSt of ter a portien'of text' faciatate students'..zsubse/

quent recall of prose iontent (including material not explicitly questioned)
Pr(

A has not consistently emerged, in studies involving children (e.g., Fischer,
a-

f

i

1973; /iTmond ,

1976k Rowlss _19751\ Watts , 1973)

...-

i

\

e,

.

)

_

.

.......t

Analogous developme1k ntal differences may belound in-iliudies where
Y'

Ott

subject- generated visual imagery constitutes the.prose-learning strategy

c

Al;t>ough there is good reason To believe that such a strategy

pf ir drpst.
iroduces, pro's

4

comprehension gains ib children 8 years of/age and older
.1

(see Levin, 1976; and Pressley, 1971), on the basis oof reseaeth conductee,
°

inelur laboratory over therlast4few years' (e4, Dunham & fel/in; 1978;

A

Gutmann, Levin,; ,FPres..oiey; 19771-11uch'&'LeVin,'197.4), tbe same c
.

.

,

tar

$

o
be oonclUded :fox childre,n;yunger
t4a:this.

Thus,,

L

3
.,

ft

lear
about the effect of various prase-g'strategies
must be

g

--i

we believe that

:

made with reference to the age range :On wbichtkresearchwAs based. -.
1..

,..

.

4.

%

f-As far as our present- orientation ieconcltrned, one is simply not justified '

,k

.

1

.,

.

'

in extrapolating downward or upward, to students 4.11 the middle school
years
1
,
,

*

(

from studies conducted witholder-and younger students respeAlTvely (see
.-

,

in press) :

also Levin & Lesgold-,

$

s

r.
,
-.
,
,in summary, then, inthis ct-aptei we report on strategies.that Seem,
.

,.

,
0

.

.

to hold promise ,f

facilitating children's pro eNlearnim...

Our basic ,,,

terated 1.17'the'follolabg.two questions:

emphases may be

1. What strategies can 'be applied by an authdr or ipstructot-5:57Piance''

tbe-eomprehensibility snd,memprabllity Of the information in a prose

1

I.

passage?

24 What strategies can be applied. by YChild who is reading,or
--...

listening to the-yassawe inorder to accomplish the same thing?,'.

-.

,.

t

:

-4.

These two questions should sound familiar,thos who are acquainted
....I

with our previous writings (e.g., Levin, 1972; 1976; Pressley, 197v
v),.,
.
.

.

inasmuch, asthey. Serve 'to evoke the distincttOn
,

.
betWeen-whabcwe

.

haye,4alled

;

,

iosed Pend induced-Iedrninvstrategies.

This distinction will' provide

'us with a Convenient framework fOf organizirig the present chapter.

...IA

J

--;

GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR. THE STRATEGIES CONSIDERED
;

Facilitative' prose- learning strategies can be impOped by a tommunica or fQuestion-1. above);.induced in'a processor (Question 2), or both.
.

.

utualry exclusive

The "bOthl: implies that such'strategies need.not
f

and, indeed; certatn.strategfEs that we will conside 7tontain,elements.:

P

ofeach. . For example, an authormay include a summaryat the endfof_
,achapter to }help the reader consolidat.yhe previously presented infor-.,,
0

O 11.

This wOu,ld 'be an imposed strategy or, 'fh the present cOntext,

mation%

y

a

gy.--Con the other

what we earlier referred to as a prose - 'dependent st

-

hand, a reader ,may berequ ired to write a br ef synopsis *what-was. just

read, summarifte it'in his or her own words, revewmentally the most
,

.

,

,,,,

.

Such strategies are, induced in 'that they

informaAon, etc,
important
.

.-

,..

,7

,

.

require some kind of.,relevant cognitive activity ganeratel0 froth vithin
.

.'the learner.
.

With these, processor- dependent strategies, the 'onus is'
- ,

' ,

I.

.

on the reader to perform--6 give and not just to receive.

Finally, a s

.

was implied above, certain strategies may be-both prdse- and pr6cessor.,

°dependent.

.

Consider, for example, a prOse passage thatIts fksilowed by
,.

J

.

short-answer review questions.

The ques

ons are prose'dependent inasmuch

is they are externally provided adjuncts to.the written prase. and, presum -.
k
5----0
\,;
,

.

ably, they are structured to consolidate in the reader's M.'elmory the infor7
-_,

.

-s

.-,

maticppreViously presented.

At the-same-time, however,,, review questiOng,

are.koCessor dependent, since it is clear that whether or: not they function

as intended depends on the use made of/them by the reader.

That is, the

author's objective in including such questions would obviodsly he frustrated
if the reader died not expend the effort necessary to answer them (correctly)."

51

. -"N...

Many, if not most, prose-learning strategies are both prose1 t.and

pxotessorlpendent,.and this should be realized at the outse.t.
N,

t,n our
1-

,

,

'

,
attempt to compartmentalize theM, howeVeri we ,are :forced to make Some
,,

-

.

.

.

,

..

,

"either -or" decisions about, strategies, based on whetheT a particular

, strategy appears to us as either predominantly prose dependent or
processor dependent.-

Although we are reluctant to dichotomize strategies

in this fashion, by

i g so our strategy claSsifications and discussion

become more manageabl

We turn, then,,(o,Table 1 where exemplars of our present emphases
are presented.

The row labels of course re0Yesent the two classes of

prose7learning strategies just considered.

A second dimension to our

framework is afforded by the two column labels.
'(prose- or processot-dependent)

That is, strategy types

n be further broken down according to

their assumed primary functiOn in' prose-learning context.

As will

be seen, these functions loosely correspond to the particular point in
time that the strategy is applied:
passage presentation',

prior to,-as opposed to during,

2.

We are inclined to view the general class of prose-learning strategies

that are activated prior to passage presentation as serving peimaria
context- or stage setting function.

That is, they sensitize the

udent

to what the passage is.about, what should be learned from it, what existing
4

information the student already possesses concerning 0-4 material, and the

2

.

Time-tled classifications of prose-learning adjuncts and activities_
have been adopted by others as well (e.g., Anderson,in press,: Carroll,
1971;. Gagne, in press).
Moreover, there are effective informatiOnConsolidation activities that can be applied following avrosewpassage,
such as review quizzes of various kinds and with various types of informatioh feedback' (see, for example, Anderson & Biddle, 1975; and Kulhavy,
1977).
Test-taking "strategies" will not be 'considered here., however,
and activities such as summarizing or reviewing a prose passage -will be
regarded as duqing-prose strategies for present pOrposes.

Table I

,

Four Classes.of Prose-Comprehension Strategy, as Represented
(

;
,

by Assumed Primary Function and Type

s

Primary Function of Strategy.

Stage-setting

Storage/Retrieval

:Prase

'Dependent
,

cz,

4.4

o

Processor
Dependent

,-.4
i

$

a

In contrast, prose-learning strategies activatdd daring passage

like.

presentation will be regarded as sery,ing ansinformatiOn-sfora e
('

function.

etrieval

A'though both strategy types discussed here are, to some extent
/'

concerned with stora- le and retrieval (and, in particular, with/facilitating

storage and retrieval), those applied during passage presentation operate
on prose informatioh directly and in its prsence..

Ekamplea include'

alternative Structural 'and logical text organizationssee'paker & Stein',
I,

(\.in prits), the prq ision of content-clarifying auxiliary materials,.
',,,

and student-generated cognitive elaborations and transformations of passage
content.
.

As mentioned earlier, our general Aplan in this chapter is to provide

the reader with examples of children's prose-comprehension strategies that
"seem fo succeed."

These examples are just that:

exhaustive listings.3

illustrationS and not

Our presentation of the various examples will now

follow from the four cells represented

Tattle 1.

EXAMPLES OF SEEMINGLY SUCCESSFUL CHILDREN'S FiOSE-COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES

Stage-settingv8trate*s
_

Ptese-dependent", Stage-setting Strategies

Whether contained in the prose materials o

provided by an instructor,

our stage-setting strategies encompass the kindsof "preinstrOctional
strategies" recently reviewed by Hartley ,and Davis (1976).

3

The term "illustrations"
sense,

v

Included are

s used here in both,the',1iteral and figurative
if the reader, will e use an inverted doublie pun.
"Literal" iltus

trations will he taken from c ildren's prose-learnng studies.in which the,
st.rategies:consist.of prose-dependent pictures and §rocessor-dependent
visual imagery.
On the other hand, "figurative"-ilfustrations will be taken
from the same sort of studies, but in which the strategies are nonpictoriallike in nature.
Wealert the reader that as a,conse4ence of our own
experiences (and biases) associated with children's pi:pose-learning research,
our emphasis in this chapter will clearly be on the fdtmer (lieral) type of
illustrations.

.

question answering.(pretests), Instructional objectives ("goals" and "pur)

.

,

'poses"), overviews, and.Ausubelian "advance organizers" (e.g., Ausubel, 1963)4
..The first two strategies may be regarded 4s primarily sensitizing or
°

"orienting" (Frase, 1970) in nature, in that:the; may introduce terms or

hint it to-be=rearmed content and skills, but they do not informcper ae.
Of curse, the -hope is that when such sensitizers are combined with 'the
suti

Auent prose content, learning will be enhanced (possibly as a result

of increased at*tion paid to particular terms and ideas wlen they are
.

encountefed in the text).

The success of sensitization strategies, with

Th

respect to the specific material sensitized, has been fairly well established'with students of all ages.

In short, alerting students to exactly what it

is they are to learn is generally more effective than ''leaving them in
the dark"--not very surprising, perhaps, but.often overlooked in'instructional practice.

The second two of the Hartley and Davies

(1976) preinstructional'

strategies are basically content Clarifying and, therefore, infbrmcional
in the

own right.

It is worth mentioning that previous

disti4ions:

(and arguments about distinctions) between overviews and advance organizers
appear throughout the literature

(e.g:, Barnes & Clawson, 1975; Lawton &

4

Wanska, 1977); and we do not wish to fuel the fire here.

That is, we

will not debate what the salient characteristics of a good advance organizer,
r

1

as-conceived by Ausubel, are (e.g., consis4s of a higher "level of

abstFactio," provides a needed "ideational scaffolding," etc.), in con-

trasttothoseofagoodoverview.,Ratherthanbelabdrtheissue,wel
trast
regard both overviews and organizers, as content- ,-clarifying preinstructional

14,

Qt.

4

stlacegies, and use the terms mu.,

less interchangeably.

Certainly as

far as the prose comprehension of children is concoprned, we subscribe to

them4ew tpat:

-(a)Content-clarifying preinstructional strategies (of

whichever type) should be:relatively simple and concrete.

We further
ti

elieve that:

.(b),such simplification or concretization strategies will

exhibit their' greatest payoffs on prose passages whose content is far from
.

0

simpleadr. concrete., We will- return to both of these points following an

IlluStration'Of the Kind of strategy we'have in mind.
Arnold ,and Brooks'Al976):

A number of'adult:stndies have demonstrated

that prose learning proceeds much.more efficiently once an appropriate
.

,

Organizing conCoxt'has been established (i.e., once the stagehaS been
properbi set).

Of particular signifidance to the present discussion,

Bransford and Johnson (1973) have found that students''Understanding and,

recall of an otherwise difficult-to-comprehend prose passage was helped
considerably by the provision df either'a stage-setting visual illusttatidn
or'a Verbal title.

ArriOld and Brooks_sought to replicate and extend the

Branatord and Johnson findings usingecond--and fifth-grade children.

a

follows is one ofthe eight short passages created by Arnold and
e,

Jimmy was hanging by his knees'and his legs were
beginning Co ,Lue,but he

till hung on.

The swan
The

ViaS flying very fast towards Jimmy's homari:

wind was blowing through Jimmy's hair and jacket
/4

and he was getting cold.

The other children

were haVing a good time.

Jimmy wished the trip

were over%

Lisa had fallen asleep on the white

feather iittress and Joey was singing a song
(Arnold & Brooks, 1976,-p. 712

Although each individual sentence is easily comprehendedeven by a child- the passage formed by the collection of sentences is not likely to be-LWhat seems to be missing .is a meaningful contPxt, or

even by an adult.

theme, within,Phich the individual sentences can be embedded.
9

dust prior to listening to.each passage;

children-in one condition

were provided With a theme,.in the: form:of a stage-setting illustration.
(How does

One such illu(tration is-provided herd as Panel A of Figure 1.

this informaticto_ ,feet your z,einteriretation of the above passagel)

In a

control- Condition, children were shown a random arrangement of the same
,

elements of the.- illustration (Panef"13 of Figure 1) just prior to-the
...

presentatio

.

of the story.' 'This 'condition Was derived from Bransford Ind
f
..'"

,

-JonnSon (1972)

andrwas designed tt control for everything except the

explicit context in, the experim 'Mal condition.
'.

\

If an appropriate t.onteAt

Js-related to comprehension and recall of.
-

a prosepassage (as suggested

y the adult research), then performance

differences between the two "k ditionS would be-expected. -Based on a
subsequent free-recall measar

of information derived, exclusively

passage, this was indeed foun

to be t,

_lase for fifth -grade chi!

Those who received; the integrated context recalled almost one third
more pasSage contenethan did .control students.

Thus, the same sort

of stage-setting illustrations that improve the prose learning of adults

(Brdnsford & Johnson, 1972) also seem to sued with children as young
as fifth'gradets.

The Arnold and Brooks data do not permit tN Conclusion

that children yquoger than this will exhibit similar improvemea'A, since
in that study ,the second graders did not appear to benefit ftom the

4

-)

)

B

Figure 1.

Example of Otganized '(A) and Control (B) Pictorial

page-setting Contexts.

(Taken from Arnold & Brooks, 1976; copyright

1976 by the Americn Psychological Association; reprinted by permission.)

J

preinstructional organizer.

4

This latter finding is but one instance of

our introductory caution. against making blanket across-age generalizations.
\

Related remarks.

I

ide

/In additolon to the two pictorial,condition4 described

(1976) included two similar

in the preceding section,- Arnold and Brooks

(though less specific) purely verbal cAditions in, their experiment. ',These

consisted of informing;students just prior to passage presentation either
a

that the Story-ras about "two boys and a girl riding a swan" (Context) or
that it was about "two boys and a girl and a Swan".(Control).

Based on'

the ,passage -re all measure discussed previously,.ne significant increase

-

in the performance of context students, relative to.'controls,. was'apparent
at either grade level (the increase was only. about 6% among fifth graders).
.

/

.

.

Why should the pictorial organizer be effective and. the verbal organizer

v.st

not,.when it comes to re.

ig passage content?

Surely these two grganizer-

types ditf'er in manyrespects (including the ,greaterispecificity of the

pictorialorganizer, as may be appreciated frbm a look at Figure 1), but
.

lt,rannot be denied that the provded illustration affords a very

e,
i

concrete framework for organizing the incoming passage content:

As we

argued before concerning content-clarifying preinstructional str4tegies,
.

they'-should be easy

'follow and concrete.

One of the beat waysto satisfy

these criteria is to provide a compt pictorial organizer.

These concluSions are based on the *summary ata supplied by Arnold and
Brooks (1976), and it is clear that our interpretation of their data
differs from their own. Without going into the specifics here, this
is due to the fact, that Arnold and Brooks' discussion was based:primarily on.analyses of what we consider to be an inappropriate perfor's measure ("inferences") included as correct
manes measure. Th..*4
respbnses c
certain in ormation,which was not explicitly contained in
the -passage.andwhich serves unjustifiably to bias the recall data /
in'favoi of context-provided students. Whex one-focusses strictly
on students' correct recall 1,f, passage-derived content, about all
that can be said is that fifth gradersvho are provided.with stage,
setting illustrations display a significant perforthance increment
relative to appropriate controls.

4,
,e...

o

Although we

N.

2[..))

0

v.
,.
are not denying the possibWity of devising Itimilarly,,effecfive verbal
,

organizers, it seems' uhlikely that even the ultimate "tleusand
'4!

'

treatise will'be "North"perceptibly more thatva comp.4ct "4-picture"

/

.

,ir
,'

organizer.

4

'Mir sftond

.i.

',

previousky,s;Abelief about con, ent-clarifying preinstruc7

tional strategies'is that they should become particularly effe6tiv

whent.

the "going,get) rough.", 'What this means-is that the benefits, deriv d from
..'

,;,

,

.

'

/

:

,

content-clarifying organizers should be 'greatestwith difficult-to-tomprehend.passages.

"DiffiOult," as applied here, is only vaguely refined, but._
_J'

A

is a concept that can be easily operationalized in ,relative terms.; Fot,
1

example, the thematidally'bren passages of Arnold and Brooks (1976) could
,

V mixed with comparable, though thematically rich, passages and-read to
,

1

.

,students for coMprehension-difficulty ratings (seeyor e'XaMple,
Johilsoh, 19/2).

ransforcL.6._

,

.
,

.

If. 'our speculations.about-organiZer effectiveness are
t

-':

on target',' thdn it should be the case that.cqntent-clarifying organizers.

would be comparatively more beneficial for the subseque4recall of passages
rated more difficult to comprehend.

An alternative way toeValuate these
e

speculations would:be to examine the effectiveness of content-clarifying

\4

/

organizers using prose passages of varying abstractness.
It is fairly well established that learning materials (prose passages
included) which deal primarily wi th abstiact referenta and events ate less
)

-

A

well comprehended and recalled in comparison to learning materials focussing
on concrete referents and events (e.g., J'ohnson, Bransford, Nyberg; &
-

Cleary, 1972; Jo;Inson, 1974). .

'

(We are using .the'terms'"concrete"

and "abstract" in the contemporary psychological) sense here to refer
to stimuli that are rated as beingmore and, le'SS

fv

tangible/visualizable,

.....1
,

'--

''

/

4

.

1

]see

.

,

respectively

Paivio,,1971].)
1

clarifying,

/

Nus,.we would

4

.4,...

.

pr'Opit6t!Oat

ntent.

1Y%helpful'for children.inC.

organimerywotild. be es

rOlaeively abstract.'

'situations where the,passw content wa
-little, if

.k.

Although

systematic data bearing directly on'this,prediCtion

seem to be avicalable, a few' Itudies bas d on adult4 lend indirect
.suPpOrt to it (see, "for exatple, Da10.dson, 1976; ancl.Royer,& Catae, 1976).
r.

In these. studies students" comprehension of very abstract prOse passages.

was helped by inspruc or-provided concrete-organizers.
Processor- dependent, Stage setting \Strategies
We turn now-to,, the second of our stage-setting strategies.as repretented
-:in TNDle 1

6
Here,-organizing information relevant to the upcoming paSsage,

must be callvd into play by the prose processor him- or herself.
usual ap lipation,nt this strategy; then,
p

(s5he'i

The most

is, for a student to relate what

icipates the passage will be about to what (s)he already knows.

In a phrasvrelevAnt "knowledge of the world" iS activated by the student
in order to comprehend better (or even at all) the to-be-learned prose
material.

Consider, as a simple'alalogical manifestation of this kind of strategy,
the outstknding television game show, "The,$20,000 Pyramid," which we
,;-

watclii-regularly to get ideas about comprehension, communication, and
how people think.

In the first segment.of each contest, the ployez

must identify category members when given clues about those members by
his 'Or her partner.

For example, suppose the category were "French things"
"A very tall structure,'tkademark of Paris,

and/one's partner were to say:
y.

built for a World Fair.,"

(0f.Course the answer desired,is.Eiffel Tower.)

6uring the time allotted for d.given game (30 seconds),, a contestant
must*,identify seven different exemplars, from a given category (e.g.,
,

seven dif erent "Erench thi
.

very

out that a very good.(and
r
.

"),

It turns

Thus, time is at a premium.

obviobs) pregame,..seage-setting,straeegy
i

)

.

,

.

that- contestants tan employ is%to,focus their attertion on the

.

,
'''

particular category, and to start activating their,existing knowle4,e
,

structures within tha'.4vt-category in order to anticipate exem lars that
----..e.

'

might,be requested.

..

trategic contestant'

What follows is a

plabsible

.

.,,

self-dialogue (exaggerated,' o

tion time are allOwed):

course, since only a fel4'4Seconds 'oprepara-

.

k

What

Now let's see, the categorijs "French thing§."

Food things (a popular first

do I kffoW'that's French?
1

choice):

maitre

French' fries, French onion soup, vichyssoise,

cabernet sauvignon escargots, quiche

lorraine, Cuisinart. 'What else around here?

Renaults,

Trench poodles, Brigitte Bariot, Truffaut, Jacques
What

Cousteau, Jean Claude Killy, the French Alps.
about in France?

The River Seine, Paris, Arc of,,.

Triumph, Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame, The Louvre,,
Toulouse Lautrec, impressionism.

What else?

,Bonaparte, Joan of Arc,

let's go.

,

de,

Napoleon

A similar type of strategic anticipation can come into play when
processing text and, to paraphrase a familiar saying:

Whit one brings

into a prose pasage often determines what one will take out of it.
(Just take a crack at lqr7Jw;ian:; Wake, for example--see also'FooteA4e 1.)

However,the processor-dependent, stage-setting strategy cell ofTable 1
is a maverick of sorts.

Frankly, it was born purely, ()tit of "slot- filling"

qnecessity in order to provide some'(literal) balance to our 'prose-comprerr
4

0 4

-

5

%,hension frapework.

<

te
.We will how attempt
to explain Why tae v,iew, this

/

,

,

fled

'

..)&titulat, cell alia forced entiy,,but/a

entry that is important
o -,

.,

..

4,'

-to consider whendisquesing prose- learning strategiels.
-

t,

,,
,--,

''','

st

,,--

.

%,

--First, it 1.Norten the case with prose that no stage-setting,clues
.

,,,,

.

-/j,.

,?

....
,

.

,

--,

,

,

n
and .even
passage /`topic content,
afecproVided concerning passage/top

.

he are
whe<ty
C

tkey

.

may be too *ague ( or a stUdeat to opellaie on them effecti.:4iy)
ful

thV stagesetting clues do not triggpr of the student's,
Second, andepartly because of the above,

pre-existing ,related knowledge ).

bOuhd to be much,
the stage-setting strategies applied by a processor are

is conuted
less purposive (it,e,,aloplied with less inftention) than
\-

Thus,we

'by ourtuse of the term "strategy" thiOughoutthis chapter.

stage-setting cell
apply the term "strategy to the processor-dependent,
6

of Table 1.with some reluctance.
A few preliminary, remarks are in otder.

There is ample theoretical

the notion
discushion, and corroborative empirical evidence, 'relevant to

that_one's prior knowledge predicts one's perception, comprehension,
et al.,
and recall/of "new" information (see, for example, the Anderson

1977, volume cited in Footnote 5).

Brief mention of an interesting
;

.

5"Slot filling" is a term purposely borrowed from schema theory,sinte
that best elucidates the nature of the processor-dependentageSetting strategy cell. Anderson, Spiro, and Montaguegs(19771vvolum7e
Not only is
is devoted to schemal theory and is highly recommended.
the theory's basis cNarly artiCulated throughoutooibut-Specific eduimplications of the'theory follow,dfrectly from much of the
catio
ported there (see,a],koBaker &'Stein, in press):
worO
.

.

4

.

the, other hand, there are reading authorities who explicitly advocate
or indtance,
the use of Orocessor-dependent, stage-setting 'strategies.
recomlenda
reading,
we
found
nUmero
s
in reviewing texts on how to teach
children
to
apply
what
they
already
tions that teachers ought to prompt
comprehension
of
upcoming
text
(e,g.,
.know in order to improve their
Dechant, 1970; Spache & Spache, 1977; Stauffer, 1969; and Zintz, 1970).
When :viewed from this perspective', the term'"strategy" migh. not be:as

6 0n

ill-suited to our processot-dependent, stage7settingC4f.lb'one,migh,
think.

11,1

r

recent study by GOI9don, Hansen, and Pearson (1978) will°sUffice to make
'thy' point here.

These' authors -eo-undetilat yobng (second-grade) child4in

who had some prior knowledge abont_a given t ptc ("spiders") learned more
4,

from those portionf of a -'.Spider" passage,where that pr r-krinWledge
(
could' be applied, relative to- children who had little or ro *rior ''spidge
.

r,

t

knowledge.

In contrast,. for information' explicitly 'stated' in the passagq

-And for which no prior "spider" knowledge was necessary the two groups
,

lof

children did-pot differ significantly with respectto attpunt learned

As far aS processor-ependen strategies are4onderned, it is easy. to
Make ainockery .of the prior knowledge predicts present learning principle:,

Simply providestudents with as much backgpund knowledge as, possible--,

everything they ever needed & know about-a OVen topic, to borrow from
Ed McMahon's "Tonight ShOw" rputine--before giving them,additional related
material to learn (Levin, 1978).

But surely the less extreme recommendation

that folloWs from the 'prinCiple is not so ridiculous:

Simply provide students

.With as much background knowledge as is necessary to facilitate comprehenSion
of the to-be4-1e*arned material.

This less extreme prescription has in fact

been proffered'to reading practitioners (e.g., Betts, 1957, p. 494), and is
well illustrated, we believe, in an experiment reported by Brown, Smiley,
Day, Townsend, & Lawton (1977, Experiment 2).
Brown et al.

(1977).

In this experiment, second, fourth, and sixth

graders were asked to listen to a passage about a hunter from the fictitious
"Targa" tribe.

Although .certain details of the passage were left unspecified,

the passage itself was perfectly comprehensible in its presented. form
(unlike that.of Arnold & Brooks, 1976).

However, in an attempt to in-

fluence students' interpretation of the passage, Brown et al. manipulated
the children's background knowledge of the Targa the week before the

nted.
-

passage-was actually

Targas were of thp

One group 8f children was informed t\
.

:

...

,-

acefulfEskimo.variety, and detailS 'both pictorial
all the

and verbal) such as 4now-relatei settings, polar wildlife;,

M

.

.

"tyappilgs" were provided for students to embellish tAlis orientation.
4
A second groin of-children was given a Warring Indian orientation; al Ong
.

With burning,deserts, water and animal 'shortages, etc.

A third.(cqntro)

eople'6he week befde,'whicl-i

group was given information about Svnish

was-ot course' irrelevant to-thh ensuing Targa- target passage.' (Eor

further descriptkon of this experiment, see Baker & Stein, in press).
Two findings are of particular note.

First, the two groPPSWith Pre,

established background. knowledge about the Targa recalled over 25% more

passage content than controls./Second, convincing evidence was provided
to show that the different kinds of relevant background information
,(Eskimo vs. Indian) did infrhence.students' processing of the Passage.'

In particular, the recall errors that were made were consistent with

About two-thirds of all recall

children's preestablished backgrounds:

errors consisted of appropriate background information that was not
1

1,/,-

in fact mentioned in the passage; that is, Eskimo-oriented students
'-,

\

.

-'...'s

":recalled" Eskimo-related'informarion that was not there, w ereas A$7-

unmentioned Indian-related background information was "recalled" by
Indian-oriented students. ,The,same pattern was apparent in some followup questions designed to det

ne
zu4s14)

whether,,,or not specific background

information did in fact influence the children's interpretati9n of the
passage.

Related remarks.

Gordon et al.'s (1978) research has demonstrdted

that young children's existing knowledge about a particular topic may

determine what and hoW much they will learn from a prose passage con,

)

2a'

From-a methbdological standpoint

taining new topic-related information

this is_importAnt inasmuch as it highlights the claims of others (e.g.,
Levin & Lesgold, in press; Royer & Cunningham, 1978) that if one is inter-

eseed inressing strictly what,a student haaleaffied from a prose passage, '
theh whatithg,Student already knows--or what (s)he candedud'd without
even reading the passage- -must first be taken into account.,,koma
I.

'-.

1
r.

-substantive standpoint the finding suggests that if-relevantknowledge
,

.

structures are well establiShed, learning willekpronied-More efficiAtIY.
..-

1,Brown et al.'s (1977, Experiment 2) experimental demon4tration is in-.accord
with this-position, as is a study, with adults reported by Davidson (1976).

The Davidson study will))e described here in some detail since it is a. good'

example of how prior knowledge'can makecomprehensible otherwise very
difficult-to-comprehend material.
!'=

Davidson selected "The Mat Maker" chapter from Melville's Moby Dick
AA the to- be- learned prose content..

Given our earlier comments about
pful for. comparatively

4 stage-setting strategies likely -1)

difficult and /or ahStract passages, "The Mat

.-

.

k r" certainly is a prime

,

candidate for facilitation.

A(the reader ma

recall from his or her own

experiences with-this passage, a number of abstract `concepts (such as

fateYebapce,and free.will) are intertelated, to each other as well as
metaphorically to variouslconcrete parts of a loom Oftch as the warp,.
the woof, and the shuttle).

It goes without saying- -but will be saik

anyway--that one's background familarity with looms should predict how.
.

well Melville's analogies should "work" (as with the Gordon eqah, 1978,
"spider" study).

Realizing this, and 3y selecting learners with presumably-"loOmlese"
backgro nds (in contrast to, say, weavers- -see Anderson,VReynolds,
it

t,

-\

Schallert, & Goetz, 1977, for an interesting variation on this themeY,
Davidson attempted' to fill in'the needed "loom" net6rk by pteinstructing

its working.pas:ofte group of students as to, the nature of the loom and
Both pibtures and verbal descriptiOns were used in this loomrknowledgli
.phase.-

students with
On the subsequent passage, Davidson found that the

builtLup loom backgrounds outperformed two groups of control students on
a'true-false assertion,test.

Compared to the two control groups combined,
In

loorrknowledge students correctly identified almost°50% more items.

addition, qualitative analyses of' free- recall protocol6 of the students
in the
revealed quite different structurings of passaginformation
,loom- knowledge and control conditions.

.

,Loom-knoWledgbtudents were

passage'
found to be.much more likely to .relate abstract concepts from the

tended to maintain
to concrete loom parts, relativetp control students who
separate abstract and-concrete concept clusters..
content-clarifying strategies in the
In reviewing the literature on
J
et al.(f. 1977;
stage-setting domain (e.g., Arnold & Brooks, 1976;'Brown
in the utility
Davidson, 1976), the present authors have come,to believe
c

of such strategies--but within limits.

A few of these limits were specified'

background knowledge
earlier.- For example, it appears that organizers and
(abstract,'
facilitate students' comprehension of difficult-to-comprehend

pleasing andunfamiliar, or ambiguous) material.. This is intuitively

seems to have modest empirical dupport.
set

After all, why should stage-

concrete, familiar,
information be needed if the upcoming pas4age is

and straightforward?

At the same time, it is reasonable to suppose that

extremely difficult-to-comprehend.passagesand/or
diminish stage-setting effects.

1

organizers) would

Moreover, this supposition may be of

,r

22

special importance when tie students are cognitively lesIv advanced, as

evidenced by reported facilitation bre4kdowns when elementary school

children hebeen presented with preinstructiOnal organizers for difficult
.

passages

the second graders of Arnold-~& Brooks,'1976;' Hawkins, 1971).

Storage/Retrieval Strategies
As was mentioned in the introduction, storage/retrieval strategies
(as we

ave defined them) encompass the class of adjuncts and information-

prOcessing activities that can be brought into play during passage
presentation (i.e., in the company of the to-be-learned text).

Our initial

reference to bower's .(1976) introspective excursions with Chaucer in'con'trast to:James Joyce could serve as a;testimony to the 4iry different

perceived means by which a text's struCtoreland/or conterit can be organized.

Bier and Stein (in. press) and Shimmerlik (1978) provide decent reviews
of relevant passage-organization vari4bles, and these will not be duplicated
Suffice it to say that:

here.

f

) better-organized prose passages are

generally better learned as well; and (b) bow a passage,is organized

generally deterMines what prose cgnten a student will learn and how (s)he

will organize thatcontent.

In this section we- consider illustrative

strategies that seem4o render a given prose content and/or structure morek-memorable for chilclien.
Prose-depepdent,-,St

&e /Retrieval Strategies

Apart from providing an effiCient structuring of the prose content
a

that

is

content

there, a communicator can liter or.dd to the-'-form in which that

is

presented.

Altering the form of a prose passage includes

typographical /formatting changes (e.g., Frase, 1977) and modality/media
alternatives

to

reading per se,

such

as listening to a live lecture or a

94

I

..).

,

(

e or dramatization; and various 'Multimedia explora-

tape, Watching i;Imo

(

tions4(see, for exam
'(.7.

over

e, almost any

issue

,

of the AV'Comunication Review

Adding-to a.prose passage's

he last several years).

;pm

inclddes -'

-.,

communicator-inserted

rage and retrieval.
ids designed.to facilitate st rage
.

.

1

.

,

I

of the prose content, sUch as the use of topic Senfenc s, appropriate
Ai'.

\

4.r

.

headings and emphases, and marginal comments (e.g..,, BroWing, 1976; Dee-

Lucas & Di Vesta, 1978; Doctorow, Wittrook, & Marks, 1978; 1Cakie,.1978).
A personal trilogy (1977-78).

We wish to include as a (literal)

illustration of a prose - depended; storage/retrieval strategy one that

definiteiyseems toancteed with children-(and, for that mAtter, with
adults as well).

This is the Strategy of inserting visual-illuStrations

(pictures), into a prose passage to convey the essence of the content
414%
.

(for recent reviews docuMenting the success of this.strategy, see Levin &
,

,

Lesgoid, in press; Pressley, 1977.; And Schallert, in'press).

The

"personal trilogy" aspect of'thiadllustration comes from the fact that
(-

we-Willcite three recent studies from,our own. laboratory which adequately
represent the strategy (Bender & Levin, 1978; Guttmann et al., 1977;

and Ruch &Levin, 1977).
-

In each of these,sfudfes, children were read 10- to 20-sentence
narrative passagesq Other in the company or absence -of content-Capturing
co1o,..r,e4. line drawings.

Each sentence of the passage had-its own associated

picturthat was displayed while the sentence was read.

Following passage

presentation, the children were asked a series of short-answer ("Wh")
questions, constructed, so as.to be highly "passage dependent" (Tuinman,
1973-74).

By this is meant that it was very unlikely that students could

respond correctly to the questions withouthaving'first been exposed to

-24

,

.

passage.

:

Thus,. we Can be quite certain that'the data from these

,studies represent_ learning from textrather than 'pure prior knowledge of
.

the world or test-wiseness.
te, consider the initial,

To make the preceding comments more canc

sentence!-from one of the passages (Gutmann 11 al ;i- 1977):
.

On

evening
..

,

,

.

The picture

'Sue's fail y'sat down to eaCililk, turkey for dinner.

accompanyi1ig this sentenceis shown as Panel A of Figure.2, and a question

related to the,conlent'is:
evening ?'

What did Sue's family eat-for dinner one

It can be stated that the correct answer, 'turkey, is not likely
t

yi

to beesdpplied.:by students who are asked the question without them first

having heard the passage, since sentences and questions were constructed
on the basis of-just such "normtpg" Imformation.NsThaf is, stUdents.Who
8

are asked to provide a reasonable answer to this question out of context
Nonetheless,

typically respond with:hamburgers, hotdogs, or soup.

whether or not students who heard-the passage and correctly answered the
clk..

question actually comprehended what thex heard,is a matter we Will conaider
shortly.

Thec5basic datum of present interest is That in each of these studies,

children who heard the 4tory'in the company of pictutes recalled sub,

ildren who simply

Stantially more prose information in comparison to
heard the story without pictures.

In the Guttmann et al; (19.77) study,.
)

-kindergartners, first graders, and third graders experienced gains due
A

to pictures'of about 43%, 36%, and 39%, respectively.

From these figures,

it can be seen that the intuitive notion that pictures are'likely'to be
not

relatively more helpful for younger children than' for older children
.

supported, since the facilitation percentages are comparable at allgrade
levels (see Levin's, 1976, discussion related to picture effects in general

;25

1

1. '

1'

Figure 2.

Examples of Complete (A) and Partial (B) Pictures.

32

eIn the bender and4,evin (in press) study using a longer passage,

r

;third .graders- -egad their recall by over'25Zwhen pictures were;
r
,proided; and for the main target group-of that study-reducable mental'

,

..[
-'
rdates betWeen ages 10
and,.16=the increase was
892!. Clearly;
retardates
,

.

!
,

.

.

,

-,,

1

peltformance gains.of this magnitude cannot be regarded as trivial.

These studies appear to be signi5icant in at least two other
respects.

First, it will be noted from PanelfA of Figure 2,that

the information asked for in the question (i.e.; turkey) is physically
,

In contrast, because of their interest in

present in'the picture.

_
)

Visual imagery and its preiumed developMent in prose-leariing situa-A?

Guttilann

t` al.

(1977A and. Ruch and Levin. (1977)-fashiclned

A.11ustrated contexts ("partial pictures") in which the to-be-supplied
information was strongly suggested by, though. not physiCally presea
in, the provided picture.

(See, for example-, Panel B of Figure-2,

where a perspective=blocking tactic vas adopted.) ,Students who were
,
.

s,

,'presented these partial pictures were told to use what was diisplayed
it the picture to. help them construct an image of what was not displayed.
--.-

.

Xs was previougly noted for text-embedded questions, such A stratew'
can'be seen to involve:156th prose-dependent elements (here, author.

-illuStrated contexts) and processor-dependent elements (listenerIn the. case of partial pictures it is assumed that

imagin.ed content),

the p4torial contexts "Kompt" (Rohlr,' 1373) the appropriate vistslaf
imagery.

nterestingly/fOr present purposes, partial pictures were

found to increase chi Ore
.

prose recall (by about 30%).

As(far as

A

prose-dependent-stratlgies pet se are.colcerned, the important point

101

iI
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is that even less-than7cOmplete pictures (ff,approptiately constructed)?
1

.

canifunetion.as effectilie children's prose-Beaming aids (see also.
.

1

0-

Riding & Shore, 1974).

The second significant aspect of the studierbeing considered here'
i

Is some evidence. provided concerning the:naturoa Of information processing
i

ass6ciated.with communicator - provided, pictures.- It has been argued'
,-..

4r4,

:.

(

.

>;.,-.,

previously dia short-answer questions shoUld consist of paraphrases of

the original passage content in order to increase ones.chanees of
measuring comprehensiorrather than simple rote recall (Anderson, 1072).
Thus, in contrast to the earlier given verbatim question about what Sue)(

and her family were eating for dinner, a pa

phrase question'Odld be
11'

stated as:

What food.Usg served at the girl's house at SI6pertime?

Consistent wizth theoretical`notions about the.verbatim-paraphrase distinct
,

tlon, it has beeh found that simple rote repetition of passage content
,\

is sufficient to,produce facilitated .performance oh verbatimiWorded/
questions (e.g., Blank & Frank, 1971;- rdvin, Bender,4 Lesgoid, l06).

On the othet hand, provided pictures

partial pictures hiv been

found to facilitate performance with both verbatil and par phrase queStons (Bender_ di kyin, in press; Levin et al., 1976; Peng,
Ruch & Levin, 1977).

In the 1,evin et al. (1976) study/

.)

Levin, 1977;
r example,

.

pictures were superior to simple repetition for first gr ders' ycrfoFmance on verbatim questions; in the Ruch and Levin

'77) study,

partial pictures improVed the performance of third grad rs on both

7

This appropriaely constructed" proviso was motivat d by the failure
The studieS
ctures.
of other studies to detect positive effectssdue to
can be characterized by their use of pictures that ere either irrelevant
or only weakly related to the essential prose conte t, however (seeLevin
& Lesgold, in press).

428'

,
.

yerbsitim and varaphrase questio

hereas simple repetition was effec.
comprehension- demanding) question:
.

tive only for the former (pres

.;

,,

*.

,)

.

,

:Ara iAtion; and in the Bender and,'Levin (in press) study, picturewfacili4A.
../.

y

1

i

tated retardates' performance again 0,1)3oth question variations, whereis
.
i

.

,

-

mple repetition: did not_ facilitate performance on either type.

Silch

r

,.

ndin0 are important indpfar as they lend suppOit to the argument that
qictures.do more than simple repetition in the w

f

prbroting.Intrease
1-

)

%..."

,..

i

1

of prose content- '(See LeVin andLesgold, in press, for,

fomptehension
comments about what pictures in prose'can and.dannot

L

eXpected

1

Ito accomplish.)'
.

1

rocessor-dependent; Storage/Retrieval Strategies

k:

/
..e-----

',-

The final cell of Table 1 is the one in Wile there is ongging

activity pn .the part Of the pose processor'tO store the passage informatIlon in a manndr thatris effective for, subsequent retrieval.

Based on a

r yiew of the relevant empirical literature, it seems safe to conclude
at the lkindrOf activities 1.--kkeiiit-obe successful

prose-compreh-inalon

rategies are those which,require personal !'cognitive constructions."

Although cognitke constructions have been variously referred to by\'
Others in the

,

we take these t9 include thoseTalental operations

.

of a processor) that-ate aimed at (te)organizing'and/or elabotating upon
the prose content.

Strategies such as constructing imaginal representa-

tions of textual information, responding -..to questions that require
1

comprehension-level processing of the prose content, andAederating
paraphrWses of the informaA,on just processed have all:been identified
as effec ive strategies wifh children

(

Doctoroig et a14, 1978;

Gutmann et al., 1977Ypst, Avila, & Vexler;e197).

Other cognitive-

10

29

conspructive-attivity euch as underlinjing of tlerceived important content
\ ,
and note.taking could also be considered, bUt:tihey are neither Well-

Anderson,

established successes-.nor wall-stUdied with:chiidren

in press; Brown & SMiley,1977

Browning, 1976).8 Letus.Considerhere

an,example.of a processor-dep nd ht, storage /retrieval strategy that hits:1
(

been app,ied by elementary s hool Cilldren to yi

d handsoMe reading

comprehension returns.
1

Doctoiow et al.

19781.

In this study, sixth-grade students were

given fairly complex passa esito read (high and low readers(were given
Ineluded in

idifferent passages, appro riate.fOr, their reading level).
or'

AL

several experiMental londitiofis were two of concern for preaent.
Students in a .araphrase 'condition were rehuired.to.write a

..opurposes.

It

sentence summarizing the content of, each paragraph as they read,it.

was thoughe'that this ty e Of activity would induce students to process

the story Oformation with greater comprehendiOn in comparison to
control studenta`who wier4:expowderfo the passage for the same ampunt
.

.

Of time but with no paraphrasing instructions.

A commendable featUre

of this experiment that 001118 be highlighted is the equivalent\aMount
.

exposure time across treatment conditions.

of passa

As a result,

performante differences b tween conditions cannot be attributed to
time and/or content :repetition: differences perse, ,as has been argued

for other adjunct-tortext 'experiments (e.g., Ladas, 1973; Levin &
Lesgold, in press).
r

1

.

\

It was found that constructing paragraph par4hrases was an, eminently
1

(11(

manageable task for children of this aie since they cOulddp so about
4-

8The reader activities of previewing (skimming) and reviewing relevant
portions of text could be included here as well..

N
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'e

80% of the time (no content analysis of the "quality" of the paraphrase
was priovided, hOwever),.

Moreover, consisientewith the hypatheeize&

comprehension - inducing charafter of this activity,

ataphrasestudenia

dutperformed controls on bOth.an immediate multiple- choice' testanda
,

delayed'(by one week) modified cloze test.
1'

snd low reading groups.

This was true for both high

fteraged across reading groups (and thus, across

passages) paraphrasidg incr

sed students' performance by over 50Z on

both tests.
Related remarks.

Recent work with high school add college students

Supportsthe notion that paraphrasing (e.g., Piolc Andre, 197,7) and other

I-

A

forms ofkcognitjme-constructive activity (e.g., Dee,-Lucas & DiVesta, 1978;
.

Shiinmerlik & Nolan, 06) are effective prose - learning- strategies.

cluded here is the activity of responding to text-embedded questions
while reading-- Given'our obvious affinity for pictorial Comprehension
.aids, an interesting study is that of Snowman and Cunntngham (1975) in
which it wai fotLnd that both student generated, verbal responsei and

,student- generated line drawiggs (in response to communfcatorided.
7,

qUestions) functioned effectively an4 equally to

imPirdtte.

performance.

With younger students (7thgraders), )/ost et:al. (1977) found that
a question is notta question'r.is not,a question.' Consistent with what

could Kaye been anticipated from the earlier sent

ce-learning findings of

Watts and Anderson (1971), as well as the levels-of-processing fraMework.0,
of Craik and Lockhart ,(1972); these authors demonstrated that questions
prompting more elaborate cognitive constructiodsf\on the part of the student

(i.e., questions whose answers,rvquired greater integration add synthesis
.,

of text content) produced greater learning gains in comparison to questions'

31

-)

level questionS

Students responding to higher-

gnittve ..
e;4truction,.

prompting simpler

xpended laOre,time, However, which must be considered

al S'

when interpreting the Yost et al. regules.
3

-

Finally, arstudy by Brown and SMileY (1977) serves to illustrate
,,,.

,

,

.

.

'

'' ,aivimportitnt chicken -.and -egg problem that mitst.f4pquently be wrestled with

by-researchers in this.domin. 'Potentially effective prose-learning
l'

e

stra tegies are often discovered either on the basis oCa researcher's
intuition or fro

44%.

ire reports suvplied by efftctive prose

'-4

.

*

.

learners (e.g., dopege students and precocious children).( For example,
, ...

4i

'\...

in one Of tiTir experiments with fifth-, Seventh-;, and eighth-grade .

students Biown.and Smiley Pound that .the most pr
t

-

.

prOselearners

I

.

- were those wtto elected spontaneously t6 take notes and/or underlgin
5

-,

,

..

--..../

,

It might,'therefore be predicted that if less

-while they were reading.

.

.,

s'

A

proficient prose'learntrs were instOicteto engage .in the same
kind
_
.

x

:

. of cognitiveconstructive,activity, their-prose-learningserformance
t

_._,

wouldhibrt an incrsase.

-.

:

-

-

Instructing students to generate visual

\

.

-images to 4presertt tile content of concrete narrative passages has.,
. t

,

4..,

for
his regard (see, for
proven successful in this
.

i

.d",

.

Levin; 1912, 1976;

n

O

Land Pressley, 1977).. In the Brown dnd Smil4Yexperiment, however,
.

.

)

the leas proficient prose'learnere did not benefit froma preinstruc./..t-f,

.

tional suggestion to take notes and/or,tulderline.,

p

'

This is 'not

-a

)

,

surprising given that such students were found tci piOduce notes and
underlinings-of inferior quality. (4buS, the experiment helps to make the

point that simply instructing a less proficient prose learner to adopt
a,strategy spontaneously applied by'a more proficient prose learner
will not always be sufficient to effect a comprehension increase.

In
.

fairness

to note taking and underlining, however, it should be mentioned
)c

32

that in -the Brqwn and Smiley experiment no e*licit instruction was
provided concerning how to take'nOted and underline effectively.

Indeed,'

the request for students to apply the strategies was giVen7as
.

/

morethan a lint\t at it would be permissible for them tq do so.

.4.

-61-

a

r

.10
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REFLECTIONS ON RESEARCH INTO CHILDREN'S
PROSE - COMPREHENSION ,STRATEGIES

We conclude thi"& chapter by reflecting on a couple of general feeling
that were

-^- during the course

learning literature.

- the

f.our perusal

hildren!aprose-,

One general feeling we had was that a vast number.

_
of prose-processing activities have the potential to:be'effective
strategies fOr children.. Whether'or not a particular strategy realizes
its potential, however, depends on a host of situational factors.

'These

lectors inClude'bdth prose 'characteristics 6.g.,1ftfficulti and"conctete-,

ness, as discusae& earlier in'thisichapte.4 and processor characteristics
I

,

(e.g., the Student's tognitive-Idevelo'pmental

Unfortuna elyt

haWever; researifiers typically,select the specific prOse passages and
o

e

students for their experiments on the basid'of convenience rather than on
e* basis of substantive urt_thgl etical considerations'.

An informed

1

i
,

.

c

guess is that the mixed results

.n

nonrepTIcations that.drop up in the
s.

TrOse-Aearning literature may be traced to*usteuch'unconsidered choices.,
1

For these reasons we'believe that quests for the single "best"
.
1

.

i

prose-learning strategy are not'likely to-be.productive. (Because of the
situational constraints alluded eo above,, it is not at all surprising
that one researcher's "champ° turns out to.be another's "chump"-,as far as

effective.prOe-learning strategies go.

We want to reiterate,our,earlier.

_comments (bncluding .FootiOte 2) that we have nQt exhaustively suilieyed

the many proSe-leArning strategies that havelieen studied by educational
resea0bers'.,.. In paOigular, we are well aware that other researchers
A

belie

in

champs"atl differ from thoseincluded here (e/g., the

Ausubeliensand the many, reseatchers in the Rothkopf, 1970,1 umathemagenice
ti

40
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tradition).

We regret that we were unablelto give their candidates

More attention in this chapter.

Nonetheless, we are convinced that the

r

strategies illustrated .here will prove to be important educationally.

Another'general feeling we walked away from the literature:with
tote_

_

was that 'there is tremendous variability in theappatent effectiveness

'of strategy implementation from one study to the.hext.

By this is

r
44,

meant that onecmust pay close attention to the ttlghtfulness and
thoroughness with which a, particular strategy is administered in any

particular study.

To,say that a "paraphrase" or "note-taking" strategy

was employed by so and so et al. is simply nat sufficient.
to implementation details is mandatory.

Attention

In the case of prose-dependent

strategies, one should ask how crudely or how elaborately they were
represented, and whether in fact they conveyed what they purported to
convey.

(We are reminded here of the 4.rnold and Brooks, 1976, verbal

organizer, among others.)

In the case of processor-dependent strategies,

one should'ask what and how much systematic instruction (including
practice and examples) was provided for "students prior to allowing them,
to launch out on their own.

(We are reminded here of the Brown and

Smiley, 1977, hint to take notes and/or underline, among othera.)' As
has been argued previously in the context of evaluating inriovativer4educational programs, one must be careful-not to confuse the issue of whether'
a program "worked" with whether it was implemented as intended.

Obviously,

failure of the latter would preclude success orthe former.
In this sense, it must also be realized-that

of the processor variety are surely not going to

rose=learning strategies

L lfill

their promise

i

unless a fair amount of dedication and old-fashioned hard work are

.

invested by the student who is employing them.

For ,example, the few

attempts to-provide children with extended instruction 1n the use of
a visual imagery strategy have not yielded overly impressive returns
Pressley, 1976), especially when the children dre transferred.
_tosslightly different contexts (e.g., Lesgold, McCorMlck, & Golinkoff,
1978):9

Aithough''we remain hopeful that training

programs designed to improve children's prose learning will constitute
a)viable (and perhaps even vital) preScriptfon for many children and
.

-

other inefficient prose - processors, what must be considered more

/carefully are the boundary conditions associated with a particular'
strategy's effectiveness.

The questions of when and with whom any

given strategy will be effective are terribly important ones.
alluded to numerous likely

bo(npdary

We have

conditions throughout this chapter.

In the final analysis, potentially effective prose-learning
'strategies require clever delivery on the, part of an instructor

(including.the matching of strategies to materials and studepts), and
.)

conscientious application of the selected strategy on the part of the
Student.

Only 'then will the pain of learning bring about the joy of

having learned.

9The multiple- strategy approaches If Dansereau and his colleagues
(e.g.; Dansereau, Collins, McDonafa, .Diekhoff, Garland, 4 Holley, 1978)
and of Welnstein.and her colleagues (e.g., Weins fn,;1978) with'older
students may ultimately prove successful, but s st,ematic data on which
to evaluate them are presently either unavailable or compromised by
Similar comments apply to other multicomponent
inadequate controls.
reading comprehension strategies, such as SQ3R(e.g., Robinson, 1961).
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